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At SPE Review London, we strive to provide knowledge and
information to navigate our changing, and challenging, industry.
We trust you find this September issue of SPE Review London to be
useful, actionable and informative.
In the first of two technical features in this issue,
‘D-Wave and the Future of Quantum Computing’, Andy
Mason suggests it is never too early to consider how
quantum computing might impact your business (page 4).
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The second of this issue’s technical features starts on page 9, as
Dr. Ed Jankowski, Managing Director, RPS Energy, explains how new
Draft PRMS rules clarify some important questions, but raise new
ones, in Reserves and Resources Reporting.
Keep up to date with industry events, networking
opportunities – and the new ‘statistics on jobs’, all on Page 14.
Get noticed – write an article for SPE Review London, or volunteer
to speak at future events. For more information, or to volunteer
contact Patrick Davies, SPE London BD Chair (patrick.davies@
gmail.com).
And don’t forget to check out our social media pages: Facebook,
Twitter, and Linkedin.

ABOUT US
The Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) is a not-for-profit professional
association whose members are engaged in energy resources, development
and production. SPE serves more than 143,000 members in 141 countries
worldwide. SPE is a key resource for technical knowledge related to the oil and
gas exploration and production industry and provides services through its global
events, publications, events, training courses and online resources at www.spe.
org, as well as local chapters such as the SPE London section.
SPE London section publishes SPE Review London an online newsletter, 10 times
a year, which is digitally sent to its 3000+ members. If you have read this issue
and would like to join the SPE and receive your own copy of SPE Review London,
as well as many other benefits – or you know a friend or colleague who would
like to join – please visit www.spe.org for an application form.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of the SPE. Extracts may
be reproduced subject to a clear acknowledgement of the source.

As always, this issue of SPE Review London offers the opportunity
to be educated, entertained and informed.

We appreciate your feedback: spelondon@spemail.org

CONTACTS
Communications: spelondon@spemail.org
CHANGE OF ADDRESS?
Please go to: https://www.spe.org/member/access/MyAccount
The Society of Petroleum Engineers encourages open and objective discussion
of technical and professional subjects pertinent to the interests of the Society
in its publications. Society publications shall contain no judgmental remarks or
opinions as to the technical competence, personal character, or motivations of any
individual, company, or group. Any material which, in the publisher's opinion, does
not meet the standards for objectivity, pertinence, and professional tone will be
returned to the contributor with a request for revision before publication.
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Behind the Scenes: SPE Review Editorial Board
• Ph.D in Physics at Cambridge University.
• Joined Shell in 1986. Reservoir Engineer,
– hydraulic fracturing, pressure transient
analysis and reservoir simulation.
• 1997 - 2012: independent consultant
Jonathan Ovens covering the North Sea, North Africa and the
Middle East.
Chief Editor
• Experience ranges from Exploration and
Development planning through to Reserves Evaluation.
• 2013: Senior Reservoir Engineer at JX Nippon E&P (UK) Ltd.
• 2009 and 2015 served with SPE Europec Technical Committee.
Member of the SPE London Board.

• Principal Associate Petroleum Economist with
ERC Equipoise and Senior Associate Petroleum
Economist with RPS Energy.
• 22 years in oil and gas finance, + upstream
equity research analyst, and in valuation/
Ken Kasriel
business development with PwC.
Editor
• Co-author of papers for the Oil & Gas Journal
and SPE, and textbook on economic modelling.
• Taught at the IFP School (Institut français du pétrole).
• Graduated (Highest Honors) from the University of North Carolina
• Corporate Finance Programme of the London Business School.

Josh Beinke
Editor

• Petroleum Engineer with 10 years prior
experience with Chevron Corporation, Origin
and Santos.
• Petroleum Engineering degree from the
University of Adelaide, Australia.
• Specialising in Well Test Analysis, Data Room
evaluation and numerous wellsite Production

Engineering roles.
• After spending the majority of his career in Australia, recently
broadened his horizons to include European and African assets.
• Currently, Production Engineer with Vermilion Energy.

• Editor and business writer, with 15+ years
experience in Canada, the US, and the UK.
• Editor for several trade and consumer
magazines (print and/online).
• Provides industry-related case studies, and
Ffion Llwyd-Jones detailed, research-driven B2B reports and
Designer
technical white papers.
• Accomplished photographer, and in-training videographer.
• Educated in Canada, and in the UK.
• Fluent in Welsh and English.
• BA (Hons) from The Open University.

Introduction to Exploration and Production
Tuesday November 21st 2017
Have your colleagues ever
asked what you do ? Then invite
them to the 13th Annual SPE London
Introduction to E&P and answer
those questions!
The one day seminar will cover all
aspects of the E&P business from
Exploration to Abandonment,
Economics to Project Management.
The seminar is aimed at Staff and
Contractors: graduates, legal staff,
investors, analysts, accountants,
finance, logistics, IT, technical
assistants, secretarial, procurement,
recruitment and HSE…
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Date: Tuesday 21st November 0930 start
Venue: Geological Society, Burlington House
Piccadilly, London, W1J 0BG

Price: £199 (before 1 October), £249 (after 1 October)
Click HERE to book
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D-Wave and the Future
of Quantum Computing
Andy Mason

Report by Andy Mason, D-Wave

While still very nascent in its development, quantum computing
has the potential to transform our lives, businesses, and understanding of the world. For over 15 years, D-Wave has had a team
of highly-trained scientists, mathematicians, and developers working
to build this revolutionary technology. Advanced organisations such
as Google and NASA have been testing and working with D-Wave
quantum computers for the last several years, and as the next
generation of this technology evolves, so will the list of organisations
harnessing the power of quantum computing.

How do quantum computers work?

Close up of a D-WAVE QPU
(Quantum Processing Unit)

While classical computers use binary digits, or bits, which can be
either a 1 or a 0 at any given time, quantum computers use quantum
bits, known as qubits, to process information as both 1s and 0s
simultaneously. This superposition of states, in combination with
other quantum mechanical phenomena such as entanglement
and tunneling, enables quantum computers to sort through
enormous combinations of possibilities to arrive at a probable
solution very quickly.

While there are different theoretical approaches to building a quantum computer, D-Wave systems use a process called
quantum annealing to search for solutions to a problem. Quantum annealing is fundamentally different from classical
computing. It harnesses the natural tendency of real-world quantum systems to find low-energy states. If an optimisation
problem is analogous to a landscape of peaks and valleys, for instance, each coordinate represents a possible solution and
its elevation represents its energy. The best solution is that with the lowest energy corresponding to the lowest point in
the deepest valley in the landscape.
For quantum effects to play a role in computation, the QPU requires an extreme, isolated environment and a
temperature near absolute zero. D-Wave systems operate at less than 15 millikelvin, which is approximately 180
times colder than interstellar space. Many layers of shielding are
used to create an internal high vacuum environment that is isolated from external magnetic fields, vibration, and RF signals of any
form.
While programming a quantum computer is unlike traditional
computer programming, new software tools are being developed
to make quantum computers more accessible to developers.
D-Wave provides a standard Internet API (based on RESTful
services), with client libraries available for C/C++, Python, and
MATLAB. This interface allows users to access the system either
as a cloud resource over a network, or integrated into their highperformance computing environments and data centres. D-Wave
has also released an open-source software tool called qbsolv, that
helps developers program D-Wave systems.

What they can do
D-Wave systems are intended to complement classical
computers. They are designed for solving hard problems in

D-WAVE QPU’s in low
temperature mount

Continued on page 5
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D-Wave and the Future of Quantum Computing cont’d
optimisation, machine learning, sampling, and cyber security.
For example, customer Lockheed Martin has focused on the verification and
validation of software used in flight control systems. Google is using their D-Wave
quantum computer to explore machine learning, with a goal of building more
accurate models for everything from speech recognition to bioinformatics. NASA
is focused on algorithms for planning and scheduling, machine learning and fault
diagnosis. Los Alamos National Laboratory has done dozens of small projects with
promising results in machine learning, materials structure analysis, optimisation
and physics. Most recently, Volkswagen developed a prototype application for
traffic flow optimisation. In this project, data scientists and big data experts fromVolkswagen worked with data from 10,000 public taxis in Beijing. They demonstrated they could successfully optimise traffic flow in the mega-metropolis using
a D-Wave quantum computer.
The maturity of quantum computing today is similar to where traditional
computing was 50 or 60 years ago, when a single computer occupied an entire
building. While we are still discovering the best ways to harness quantum
computing’s full potential, organisations are already seeing promising results with
real-world applications. The oil and gas industry is no different and represents
numerous optimisation, big data and machine learning opportunities; seismic
exploration and reservoir research, for example.

D-WAVE dilution
refrigerator with
QPU at bottom
cooled to 15 mK
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While the technology is still very new, it is never too early to consider how
quantum computing might impact your business. If you work in machine learning
and optimisation, deal with vast amounts of data or have computing
challenges classical computers still haven’t cracked, a quantum solution could
be on the horizon soon.
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Careers in Transition
On September 13, the SPE London Section Continuing Education Committee ran a seminar on Careers in Transition. The
seminar was hosted at Warwick Business School, in the Shard, London. This venue provided a stunning background to an
interesting and challenging evening. Many thanks to Adam Borushek and Mo Farrag for organizing this event, and to the
Warwick Business School for hosting the event. We had four speakers who shared their insights, and SPE Review asked them
some specific questions. This is part one of two – the second part will come out in the November issue.

Charlotte Starkmann, Energise Consultancy
Q: What motivated you to transition from one job to another?
Realised I was more interested in the people side of my technical role and the opportunities
where I was weren’t interesting me (low oil price company restructure would mean I would need
to move), and I wanted to move back from the NL to work in London.
Q: What steps did you take to prepare for looking for work in your new area?
I found a career coach who did some assessments (e.g. understand strengths and weaknesses,
skills, etc.) to help me decide on what I wanted to do and then help me with my CV, job search
criteria, and interview skills.
Charlotte Starkmann Q: What barriers to transition did you face? To what extent did you consider these reasonable?
Moving countries – logistics getting to interviews and not being able to network. Not having client
facing experience or consulting experience, which was reasonable as I was asking a company to take a risk on me. However, I ‘rebranded’ my CV as a project manager (vs a technical engineer), so prospective employers could see how my skills
and experience could translate and made me ‘less of a risk’.
Q: What advice would you give to someone facing a transition?
• Take Action – take a risk, don’t wait until you have to
• Get support
• Build on skills and experience
• Network always, not just when you are looking for a job, and do favours
• Keep an open mind and look for opportunities
• If you don’t have a long term plan – Don’t PANIC, work on finding out what you’re good at and what you like

Jonathan Cook
Q: What motivated you to transition from one job to another?
I was a senior geoscientist at E.ON E&P when the sale to Premier Oil was announced.
There were only two technical roles available in London and a very few others moving to
Aberdeen, which wasn’t an option for me personally. I had always been interested in the
commercial side of the business and anticipated trying a commercial role at some point in my
career. In addition I’d become frustrated in recent years working on projects which didn’t
seem to have a clear economic oversight. There was a role at Premier in London for a Planning
Analyst and so thought now was as good a time as any to make the move.
Q: What steps did you take to prepare for looking for work in your new area?
In the last few month of E.ON I attended a petroleum economics course which was very
helpful, as well as reading as much material online as I could find about finance and
economics. Coming from a technical background, the maths wasn’t very difficult so all I had to
learn was the terminology.
Q: What barriers to transition did you face ? To what extent did you consider these reasonable?
Jonathan Cook
The obvious barrier was to convince a non technical manager that I could do the role without
any formal training. I tailored my CV to describe every single commercially orientated project
that I had done in my technical career to date such as reserves auditing, M&A of assets, risking and BD evaluations. I was
fortunate to know several people at Premier Oil from my previous roles in other companies, who were able to speak to
my abilities to the relevant hiring managers. After now having done the role for a year, there is definitely a steep learning
curve, but nothing that couldn’t be learned on the job. Analysis is analysis, whether it’s subsurface data or financial data.
The rigorous methodology is the same for both.
Q: What advice would you give to someone facing a transition?
If you’re coming from a technical background, be confidant that you’ll probably already have a lot of the skills needed for
other roles. Unlike many jobs, you often can’t become a petroleum geoscientist or engineer without specific qualifications
and it’s easy to forget that for many jobs that isn’t the case at all. There is also a huge amount of resources online that are
free or very cheap (online course in programming, languages, business, project management, software).
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Reserves & Resource Reporting
Dr. Ed Jankowski, Managing Director, RPS Energy, explains how new Draft PRMS rules
clarify some important questions, but raise new ones.

Editor’s note: readers unfamiliar with the basics of how the Petroleum Resources Management System (PRMS) guidelines
classify petroleum volumes as either Reserves or Resources might benefit from reading the SPE International’s 4-page guide:
‘SPE Petroleum Resources Management System Guide for Non-Technical Users’.

Introduction
An eagerly awaited draft update (hereafter, ‘the Draft’) to the 2007 SPE Petroleum Reserves Management System (PRMS)
is now open for public comment. The document includes a number of revisions to the 2007 guidelines as proposed by the
Oil & Gas Reserves Committee (OGRC). What revisions have been made, and are they fundamental or not? This article
explores some of the proposed revisions that relate to the commercial evaluation of Reserves and Resources.
Have they have gone far enough, and are they likely to be clearly understood?

Commerciality and Economic Status
One area of change in the Draft that at first read may seem minor, but in fact is rather more fundamental, centres on the
determination of commerciality and economic status. The terms ‘Commercial’ and ‘Economic’ within our industry are
frequently used very loosely and often used to describe the same thing. These terms have always been applied in PRMS to
describe different circumstances, and have had very different meanings. The Draft’s proposed revisions to PRMS go some
way to making this distinction much clearer.
In order to be considered commercial, a project must satisfy a number of criteria defined within PRMS. One of those
criteria in the Draft refers to the economic status of the Project. A Project must satisfy the following criteria: “A
reasonable assessment that the development Project will have positive economics and meet defined investment and
operating criteria. This assessment is performed on the estimated Entitlement forecast quantities and associated cash flow
on which the investment decision is made”. This means that the Project must have a positive Net Present Value (NPV) at a
discount rate used by the reporting Entity for investment decisions. If, for example, the reporting entity had a discount rate
of 10% and this was the minimum return required, then to be commercial the cash flow must have a rate of return equal to
or greater than 10% (i.e. a positive NPV10).
In contrast to this ‘commercial’ status, PRMS considers a Project to be ‘economic’ if the total estimated Project
revenues exceed the total estimated Project costs on an undiscounted basis. On this much less stringent basis, a Project
can be classed as economic, but have a rate of return less than the entity’s discount rate (which, as mentioned, it would
be considered to be uncommercial).
Thus, based on PRMS definitions, the economic hurdle for a Project is much lower than the commercial hurdle. A project
may well be economic, but will not be considered commercial until it can achieve a certain rate of return (in addition to all
the other required criteria). Only once it can be demonstrated that a Project can achieve this rate of return, and satisfy all
the other criteria, can it be considered ready for investment.
Bearing this in mind, the biggest and perhaps most critical decision faced by reporting entities and auditors is probably
the recognition of Reserves in a new Project. At the centre of this decision lies the demonstration of commerciality and
economic viability (based on the PRMS definitions of these terms).

Reserves vs. Contingent Resources
The cornerstone of any assessment of Resources or Reserves is the definition of the “Project” and this underpins all
of PRMS. Unlike the existing guidelines, the Draft would now make it very clear that due to the inherent volumetric
uncertainty in all Projects, there is no such thing as a 1P project or a 2P project or a 3P project. Every project, due to this
uncertainty, will have a range of volumes that can be represented by a P90, P50 and P10 case (P90, P50 and P10 referring
to the confidence level in each case). The decision faced by the reporting entity and auditor is how to categorise the Project and those associated volumes and profiles. Categorising volumes as Contingent Resources (1C, 2C and 3C) as opposed
to undiscovered Prospective Resources (newly termed 1U, 2U and 3U in the Draft) is clear cut, as the definition of a
discovery is black and white.
The categorisation, however, of volumes as Reserves (1P, 2P and 3P), as opposed to leaving them as Contingent
Resources (1C, 2C and 3C), is more problematic and requires a degree of judgment. A large part of this judgContinued on page 10
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Reserves & Resource rules cont’d
ment rests on the assessment of commerciality and economic status. In order for Contingent Resources to be re
classified as Reserves, the Project must be shown to be ‘Commercial’. The most significant revision in the Draft,
as already mentioned, is the recognition that most companies plan a development around their best or P50 case.
The Draft would now require the reporting entity to only demonstrate the commerciality of the P50 case which, if
accepted, will become the 2P Reserves. Only once this has been demonstrated can the Project P90 case become the
1P Reserves, and the Project P10 case become the 3P Reserves. Low Estimates (P90) can be evaluated to test the
commercial robustness of the Project, but the governing commerciality test is based on the best or P50 case only.
Previously this was a potential grey area, did the P90 case have to be commercial or just economic?
The other criteria used to demonstrate commerciality are largely unchanged in the Draft apart from the addition of two
significant additional criteria.
1. The Draft would not change the existing rule that the entity claiming commerciality must demonstrate a firm intention to proceed with the development, but it does propose a new added requirement to show “evidence of a technically
mature, feasible development plan”. The Draft unfortunately doesn’t help by not defining what a technically mature
feasible development plan should look like. Clearly this would be more than a few slides on the development plan in
Powerpoint. Does it however require a fully documented field development plan? The Draft is silent on this matter leaving
much to the judgment of the reporting entity and its auditor.
2. The Draft would now also require the reporting Entity to provide “evidence of financial appropriations either
being made or having a high likelihood of being secured to implement the Project. This includes Project approval and
expenditure forecast adopted by the Entity”.

Economic Limit Test (ELT)
Under both the existing PRMS and the Draft, reserves can only be recognised up to a point in time
known as the economic limit. The economic limit must be defined for all Projects based on the
undiscounted net operating cash flow of the Project. For these purposes, net operating cash flow should only include
operating costs and any production and property taxes, but exclude depreciation, abandonment, decommissioning and
restoration costs (ADR), income taxes, and any overhead not required to operate the property. The economic limit date –
i.e. the date marking the last period of economic activity, or
“cutoff” date – is based on the point in time when maximum
cumulative net cash flow has been achieved.
The subtle, but nevertheless potentially significant, change
in PRMS is the Draft’s guidance that that the economic limit
Metals & Energy Finance
will be based on the Entity’s Entitlement production share
20  24 November 2017
for the Project. In Projects subject to production sharing
Successfully launched in November 2016, this modular
arrangements (PSAs) this would have new implications
course in mining and energy finance, examines
which, unfortunately, are not fully addressed within this
investment opportunities offered across the extractive
update, perhaps creating a new grey area.
industry cycles.
Presented by:
Professor Dennis Buchanan, Emeritus Professor of
Mining Geology at Imperial College London. His
successful past courses have included ‘Introduction to
Mining for Bankers’ and ‘Mineral Project Appraisal &
Finance’.

For more information, contact:
t: +44 (0)20 7594 6882 I e: cpd@imperial.ac.uk
w: www.imperial.ac.uk/cpd/mef

An Entity’s Entitlement production share in a production
sharing contract is based on its share of Cost Petroleum
and Profit Petroleum, and is not a direct function of the
Entity’s working interest in the Project. The complications not
properly addressed in the Draft are:
1. The economic limit date or “cut-off” of the Project on
a gross 100% basis may be significantly later than the
ELT date based on the Entity’s Entitlement share of
production.
The
Entity’s
entitlement
share
of
production, and therefore revenue, as already stated, is
not directly related to the Entity’s working interest in the
project; rather, it is a function of its share in the Project’s
Cost Petroleum and Profit Petroleum, as determined by
the applicable PSA. Importantly, this means an Entity’s
Entitlement share of production, and therefore revenue,
will be significantly less than that Entity’s working interest
Continued on page 11
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Reserves & Resource rules cont’d
share of production. The Entity’s share of costs under PSAs, on the other hand, is directly related to the Entity’s working
interest share in the Project. Thus, in almost all cases, the Entity bears all of the costs while only receiving a portion of the
revenues arising from the Project. It is therefore not uncommon for the working interest revenue-based gross Project
operating cash flow to remain positive in certain periods, when the Entity’s actual, Entitlement revenue-based operating
cash flow has become negative. In other words, the Entitlement-based view would result in an earlier economic cutoff than the pure working interest-based. This earlier cut-off date is unlikely to be the actual abandonment date if the
Project at a gross level is still considered economic. The earlier cut-off date simply defines the point at which the
entitlement production becomes uneconomic to the Entity under the current fiscal terms of the PSA.
PRMS neither describes this situation nor offers any guidance. On the one hand, common sense would suggest that the
Entity’s share of entitlement production up to the aforementioned earlier ELT date would be classed as Reserves, while any
entitlement production after that date, and up to the Project ELT date, would be classified as Contingent Resources, on the
basis that the Entity’s operating cash flow between these 2 dates is uneconomic under current conditions. On the other,
because the Draft does not offer explicit guidance, common sense may not always prevail, thereby inviting ambiguity.
2. Both ELT dates are based on the Project operating cash flow excluding any ADR costs. This date, once determined,
then also establishes the expected date of abandonment. The complication in most Projects operating under PSAs is that
the estimated cost of abandonment is considered to be cost recoverable, and therefore part of the Entity’s Entitlement
revenue as Project Cost Oil. Recovery of this cost may commence many years in advance of the estimated abandonment
date. These annual payments into a decommissioning fund are treated as a cash item, thereby impacting the operating
cash flow, but are not considered when establishing the ELT date. The result is that in some Projects, the final few years of
the Project, before the estimated PRMS-method ELT date, may now have a negative operating cash flow (see Figure 1). Is
the production in these years still Reserves? In addition to this classification issue, this occurrence also poses a calculation
issue, in that it can set up a circularity in the computation of the ELT
date which the Draft does not address.

Figure 1. Potential Impact of Abandonment, decomissioning and
restoration (ADR) costs on Economic Limit Test (ELT) calculation
for Projects under Production Sharing Arrangements.

As described in the main text, PRMS states that the ELT date
occurs when cumulative Operating Cash Flow peaks. The
problem is that in some cases, such as under many Production
Sharing Agreements, the measure of Operating Cash Flow which
PRMS prescribes using ignores ADR costs, even though these are
very much real-world cash outflows. This can lead to different ELT
dates, as in the notional example shown here. PRMS, by ignoring
ADR costs, would deem 2024 to be the last Economic year, since
cashflow peaks then. Whereas in reality, the Entity making the
abandonment decision would consider ADR costs, and therefore
would make 2022 the last economic year, as this is when its actual
cashflow peaks.

The few issues described in this article need to be addressed in the final released version of PRMS and/or in any
guidance notes that are likely to be issued after its release. Previously that time gap between publication of the base PRMS
document and the guidance notes was 3-4 years, which, if repeated this time, would leave users to exercise their best
judgment for those areas that are not clearly defined. One worry is that different Entities, acting in the best of faith but
in a guidance vacuum, might well interpret the guidelines differently, leading to uncertainties for producers, consumers
(i.e. investors) and regulators alike.
There are many other edits and revisions in the 2017 PRMS that have not been addressed here, but one further area
that deserves much more guidance in the area of aggregation. Aggregation of Reserves is well explained and generally
well understood by reporting Entity’s and auditors alike. The aggregation of Contingent and Prospective Resources
(which involve both risk and uncertainty) is generally not well understood or explained within existing PRMS guidelines
and the Draft. This whole topic needs serious discussion in any follow PRMS guidance notes to avoid the current
problem of over reporting of total aggregated Resources. This is currently a very common occurrence and a potential
significant issue that merits further discussion.
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Meet the SPE London Board
SPE is a non-profit professional society with 164,000 members in 143 countries.
SPE London Section, with average 2000 members and seven associated student
chapters, is an active section with an aim to connect, engage and promote exchange of
knowledge within London energy community of technical and commercial
professionals. The SPE London Board is the policy-making and governing body consisting
of volunteers who devote their time to oversee many of SPE London’s administrative and
operating responsibilities.

Carolina Coll
Chair

Richa
Chair Elect

Miles Cudmore
Past Chair

Olga Bradulina
Secretary

Cleone Butler
Treasurer

Maxim Kotenev
Communications

Tim Lines
Programme Chair

Adrian Southworth
Sponsorship

Adam Borushek
Cont. Education Co-chair

Patrick Davies
Cont. Education Co-Chair

TBD
Women in Energy Chair

Kanad Kulkarni,
Student Chapters Liaison

TBD
Young Professional Chair

Jonathan Ovens
Director, Editor SPE Review

Anthony Perry
Director

Arnaud Mille
Long Term Planning

Alain Gringarten
Director
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Month at a Glance
SPE London has been busy with activities! Here’s a pictorial overview of what’s been happening.
For activities and events: see the Events page on the SPE London website.

Stunning view
from the Warwick
Business School,
which is on the 13th
Floor of the Shard,
London.

Charlotte Starkmann presenting at
the Careers in Transition Seminar

A strong audience for the
Women in Energy Seminar

Lincoln Fenner presenting at
the Careers in Transition Seminar
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Rob Shimmin presenting at
the Women in Energy Seminar

Jonathan Cook presenting at
the Careers in Transition Seminar

Informal discussions at the
Careers in Transition Seminar
http://london.spe.org/home
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EVENTS: Upcoming events 2017
3 October 2017 (Scotland, UK)
SPE Aberdeen’s 3rd Inwell Flow Surveillance and Control Seminar
In this cost conscious environment, it’s more important than ever to drive well work and production
optimisation through the use of effective and targeted surveillance and downhole flow control. This
seminar is focused on how flexibility in sensor selection and deployment along with the integration of that
data to can lead to more robust decisions, plus the diverse and expanding envelope of opportunities for
applying inflow and outflow control to optimise production and improve field performance.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2pUCCbL
25 October 2017 (Aberdeen, UK)
Fractals – What they can tell you about your hydrocarbon volume North Sea Example – SPE Distinguished
Lecturer Dr Steve Cuddy of BAKER HUGHES
This presentation clarifies the often misunderstood definitions for the free-water-level, transition zone and
irreducible water saturation. Using capillary pressure theory and the concept of fractals, a practical Swh
function is derived. Logs and core data from eleven fields, with very different porosity and permeability
characteristics, depositional environments and geological age are compared. This study demonstrated
how this Swh function is independent of permeability and litho-facies type and accurately describes the
reservoir fluid distribution.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2wPEBTx
7 - 8 November 2017 (The Hague, The Netherlands)
SPE Workshop: North Sea and Europe Area Stimulation
This workshop is intended to address all types of stimulation practices used in both the North Sea and in
continental Europe. To achieve a fruitful discussion, workshop sessions have been designed to address both
the very specific technical challenges and the fundamental questions pertaining to stimulation in a sensitive
land and offshore environment. Optimising stimulation treatments in these economically challenging times,
in both a technically and environmentally challenging arena, requires special considerations.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2jY1H4c
9 - 10 November 2017 (The Hague, The Netherlands)
SPE Workshop: Gas Well Deliquification
The SPE Gas Well Deliquification workshop aims at improving and accelerating the development of
techniques for late life production of gas. This involves production or recovery losses due to liquid loading,
water production and/or halite precipitation within depleted and tight gas fields. Attention is also given to
topics such as ‘‘Data Management, Modelling and Optimization” and lessons learned from artificial lift in oil
wells.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2xBxpZR
21 November 2017 (London, UK)
Introduction to Exploration & Production - 13th Annual Seminar
The ‘Introduction to E&P’ seminar provides an introduction to the full life cycle of oil and gas fields. In
addition to covering the basics in exploration, geoscience, drilling, operations, reservoir management and
commercial terms, speakers will bring out key issues faced by the industry.
The seminar is aimed at people working in financial and E&P environments, who are new to the industry
and/or would benefit from an understanding of the technical processes and the key elements in oil and
gas projects. Presentations will be at a basic level and attendees will develop a good overall view across
all upstream disciplines. The seminar is also appropriate for people working indirectly with oil and gas
companies, or providing support services.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2xBiA9z
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Society of Petroleum Engineers
Guide to Membership

Career-Enhancing. Conferences.
Workshops. Forums. Certification.
Training courses. Webinars.
Technical papers. Global online
networking. Journal of Petroleum
Technology® magazine. Benefits.

Access to our vast collection of technical resources is
just one of many benefits of membership.
Join the Society of Petroleum Engineers, a not-for-profit professional association
that serves a growing worldwide membership in the E&P industry. SPE is a key
resource for technical knowledge providing publications, events, training courses,
and online resources.
To learn more and become a member, visit www.spe.org/join.

Join SPE. Stay relevant.

